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ABSTRACT 
The growing application of computational aerodynamics to nonlinear helicopter 
problems is outlined, w1th part1cular emphasis on several recent quasi-two-
dimensional examples that used the thin-layer Navier-Stokes equat10ns and an eddy-
v1scosity model to approx1mate turbulence. Rotor blade sect10n character1st1cs can 
now be calculated accurately over a wide range of transonic flow condit1ons. How-
ever, a finite-d1fference slmulat10n of the complete flow field about a helicopter 
in forward fl1ght 1S not currently feasible, despite the impressive progress that 1S 
being made in both two and three d1mens1ons. The principal limitations are today's 
computer speeds and memor1es, algorithm and solution methods, grid generation, 
vortex modeling, structural and aerodynam1c coupling, and a shortage of eng1neers 
who are skilled 1n both computat1onal flu1d dynamics and helicopter aerodynam1cs and 
dynamics. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The flow fields around rotat1ng helicopter blades provide a rlch var1ety of 
challeng1ng problems 1n applied computational aerodynamics. As 11lustrated schemat-
1cally 1n the lower r1ght corner of figure 1, the flow is three d1mens1onal and 
unsteady, with per1od1c reg10ns of transonic flow near the blade t1PS, and Includes 
1nboard dynamlc stall pockets. The blades also shed complex vortical wakes, and the 
concentrated t1P vortex of each blade generally passes close to successive blades. 
Furthermore, even on the most modern, streamlined helicopters, complicated aerody-
nam1C 1nteractlons arlse between the major components, such as the maln rotor, hub, 
fuselage, and tall rotor. 
For many years, hel1copter eng1neers have used a mixture of slmplified llnear 
aerodynamic theorles, wlnd tunnel data, and deslgn charts; whereas a small commun1ty 
of research sClentlsts has systematically explored the details of ind1v1dual pieces 
of the overall problem, as indicated by the sketches in figure 1. References 1 
and 2 provIde an overall picture of the practIcal slde, and references 2 and 3 
summarize many of the recent studles of these SImpler "bulldlng blocks." It IS 
sign1ficant that, desp1te the large gap between the two-dimenslonal blocks and the 
real world, the helIcopter 1ndustry stlll relles heavily on two-dimensional alrfoil 
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Fig. 1 Development of rotor blade aerodynamics from simpler cases. 
characteristics. FIgure 2 shows the approximate blade-element environment and 
airfoil requirements for modern high-speed rotors. Although the operational Mach 
numbers for helicopter airfoils are less than one, transonic flow often develops 
over a large fraction of the rotor disc because of the combined rotational and 
translational velocities, angles of attack, or blade-vortex interactIons. 
This paper selectively reviews some recent advances in computational fluid 
dynamics that are relevant to helicopter aerodynamics. Especially in the two-
dimensional, transonic flow regime, numerical studies using supercomputers can 
already complement or replace the extensive wlnd tunnel testing that has tradi-
tionally been the main source of helicopter airfoil data. Several recent Investi-
gationsij-10 have helped to highlight the challenges, capabilities, and llmitatlons 
of future, more ambitious efforts, and they enable some prOjectIons to be made 
regardlng the potential of computational aerodynamics for realistic helicopter 
applications. 
II. STEADY TWO-DIMENSIONAL AIRFOIL CALCULATIONS 
I A~ indlcated in fIgure 2, the "advancing" blade tip operates in a complex tran-
sonic enVironment, where the rotor blades' aerodynamlc section characterlstics', such 
as lift, drag, and pitching-moment coeffICIents, differ substantially from eve1n the 
qualitative behavior of subsonic airfoils. In reference 4, the NASA Ames cod~ ARC2D 
(Refs. 11,12) was used to calculate the transonic V1SCOUS flow of several heli1copter 
profiles. This code uses an alternating-direction fully implicit : 
(ADI), approximate-factorization scheme to solve the thin-layer Reynolds-averciged 
Navier-Stokes equations, with an algebraic eddy-viscosity model 13 to approximate 
boundary-layer turbulence. Approximately 90 combinations of airfoil geometry,' Mach 
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Fig. 2 Helicopter airfoil requirements for hover and forward fl1ght. 
number, Reynolds number, and angle of attack were computed, 1n what 1S believed to 
be the first attempt to apply such a sophisticated code to a wide range of pract1cal 
airfoil cases. The deta1ls of the numerical method, includ1ng the governing equa-
t1ons, boundary condit1ons, computational grids, convergence character1st1cs, and 
estimated accuracy, are given 1n reference 4 and 11-13. 
Figures 3-5 show representat1ve results for comb1nations of Mach numbers and 
angles of attack that produce slgn1f1cant nonl1near behavior and shock wave-boundary 
layer 1nteraction. In these examples, the boundary layer is assumed to be turbulent 
downstream of x/c = 0.01. Body-conforming C-type gr1ds were used, w1th 193 pOints 
around the airfo1l and 64 p01nts in the normal direction. The tYP1cai CPU t1me for 
each case was approximately 10 min on the Ames Cray X-MP computer, although the 
solut1ons generally converged to within the estimated overall numerical-accuracy 
bounds within approximately 7 min. 
As shown in the figures, the numerical results reproduce the experimentally 
observed airfoil behav10r across the transonic regime, from low subson1c to super-
sonic, with an accuracy that is comparable to what is typ1cally obta1ned in the wind 
3 
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Fig. 4 Transonic characteristics of the NACA 0012 airfoil. 
tunnels. Also, the details of the computed flow fields provide new inslghts lnto 
transonic airfoil behavior under conditions for which accurate measurements are 
difficult to obtain, and which are often tainted signiflcantly by wall-interference 
effects. I 
Figure 4 shows dCL/da vs Mach number; that is, the lift behavior at 10J 
angles of attack, including the loss of lift that occurs when significant separation 
is induced by the shock waves. This phenomenon occurs for 0.83 < Mm < 0.93 for the 
NACA 0012 airfoil, with the minimum lift occurring at Mm ~ 0.88 - 0.90. I 
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Fig. 5 Correlation of drag calculations in transonic similarity parameters. 
The computed pressure distributions and separation-point locations, as given on the 
rIght side of figure 4, show how the transonic loss of 11ft occurs and how the lift 
recovers when the shock waves move to the trailing edge at the higher Mach num-
bers. The open symbols in figure 4 show inviscid results, which do not predict the 
transonIC dIP and which are clearly Inadequate in this range of Mach number. 
The drag rIse In the transonIC regIme is shown in fIgure 5, both as 
Co vs M~ and as the similarIty parameters CD vs M, where Cop is the 
increment In drag coeffIcient above the subsonic, zero-11ft value. The Harris 
correlatIon and the airfOIl shapes are discussed in reference 4. EspecIally note-
worthy is the collapse of the computed results for four dIfferent aIrfoils across a 
Mach-number range spannIng the entire transonic regIme to virtually a sIngle curve 
of CD' It should also be mentioned that there is consIderable scatter in the 
available measurements, with the results for a given airfOIl for CD from different 
WInd tunnels dIfferIng more than the results for different airfOIls in the same WInd 
tunnel (cf. Ref. 4). 
Other airfoil characteristics of interest to helicopter engineers, such as 
the maximum llft-to-drag ratIOS, the transonic pItchIng-moment behavlor,and the 
effects of Reynolds number between 106 and 108 , were also calculated and presented 
in reference 4. In all cases, the calculated results correlated well and agreed 
WIth the available measurements to WIthIn the scatter of the WInd tunnel data. How-
ever, retreatIng-blade stall has been avoided up to now, because of the dIfficulties 
and uncertaIntIes regarding turbulence modeling and maSSIve flow separation. But 
otherwIse, thIS use of computatIonal aerodynamics can now be considered a viable 
tool for determining helicopter airfoil characteristIcs. 
III. UNSTEADY AIRFOIL-VORTEX INTERACTION 
The interaction of a rotor blade WIth the concentrated tip vortices which are 
traIled by other blades can be an important source of unsteady airloads and noise. 
This phenomenon is especially important on the advancing blade, and in cases where 
5 
the angle between the axis of the vortex and leading edge of the blade is small. As 
this intersection angle approaches zero, the problem can be modeled in two dimen-
sions; namely, as a concentrated vortex convecting past a quasi-stationary airfoil. 
, 
Unsteady transonic calculations of thlS model problem have been performed5 
using an lnvlscid small-disturbance code and a special variation of the ARC2D code 
mentioned above, in both the Euler and the thin-layer Navier-Stokes modes. In all 
cases, a special form of vortex fitting has been employed to introduce concentrated 
vortical disturbances into the computational domain; otherwise, numerical dissipa-
tion alters the vortex structure and erroneously weakens the lnteraction. The basic 
scheme is to split the solution vector q 1nto two parts, q = q + q where q 
represents the prescribed structure of the vortex, such as a Lam~-lik~ velocity v 
distrlbution 
(1) 
I 
that convects w1th the flow past the airfo1l, and qA is the remainlng part of 
the solution that is due to the presence of the airfoil. The resultlng nonllhear 
+ + + • I q = q - q lS solved subject to the appro-
Tfte deta11~ of the procedure are given lnl 
I 
equation, or set of equations, for 
+ priate boundary conditions for q. 
Refs. 5 and 14; the viscous scheme was recently upgraded to include the adaptive-
grid method of Nakahashl and Deiwert,15 as discussed in Ref. 5. For a 221 x 67 
C-type body-conformlng gr1d, the CPU time on the Ames Cray X-MP computer was approx-
lmately 20 mln for the initial or steady-state solution without the vortex, and 
approximately 40 additional minutes for the calculation of the unsteady interaction 
as the vortex convected past the airfoil. 
I Results for a Stat10nary Rotor A1rfo1l. For representative hel1copter condl-
tions, the airfoil-vortex interact10n problem is strongly influenced by transonlc 
effects, but it is less sensltlve to V1SCOUS effects than are the examples inl f1g-
ures 3-5. The domlnant features of thlS flow are illustrated ln figure 6 (adapted 
from Ref. 5), for a stationary, symmetrlcal alrfoil at zero 1nc1dence, and wh~se 
boundary layer is turbulent from the leadlng edge. In this case, the vortex has a 
I 
c1rculation with a clockwise sense; therefore, when the vortex 1S ahead of the 
I 
alrfoll, it induces a tirne- and spatially dependent "downwash," or negatlve angle of 
attack, on the airfoil. ThlS changes to an "upwash" as the vortex convects p~st the 
tralling edge. I 
The upper part of f1gure 6 shows the instantaneous pressure dlstributionk cor-
responding to four 1nstantaneous locations of the moving vortex. Slnce the flow 
past the airfoil 1S symmetrical 1n the absence of the airfoil, the differences 
between the upper and lower surfaces are due solely to the interactlon with the 
vortex. The middle part of the figure shows the grid as it adapts to each step of 
the calculation. The fine resolution near the shock waves enables details in; the 
I flow field to be captured that were not evident in earlier fixed-grld solutions. 
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Fig. 6 Instantaneous surface pressure distributions, adaptive grid, and pressure 
contours for airfoil-vortex interaction; NACA 0012, Hm = 0.80, a = 0, rv = 0.20, 
Yv = -0.26. 
These details, such as the distortion of the lower-surface shock wave into a lambda 
pattern, show up in the pressure contours in the lower part of the figure. 
Results for a Rotating Blade.- Unfortunately, there are few relevant experi-
mental data with which to compare the above results, owing to the difficulty of 
creating a concentrated lateral vortex of the appropriate strength in a transonic 
wind tunnel. Also, most conventional helicopter rotor experiments lack the suffi-
cient precision and documentation of the complete flow field that are necessary to 
validate6the code in question. However, a recent landmark experiment by Caradonna et al.,1 as shown in figure 7, provided measurements on a rotating blade that 
passed near a strong, concentrated vortex which was produced by a fixed wing that 
was placed upstream of the rotor model. The rotor blades were symmetrical and 
nonlifting in the absence of the upstream vortex generator, and the encounter 
occurred when the leading edge of the blade was parallel to the vortex. By this 
means, the measuring station on the blade, at 90~ span, experienced approximately 
the type or interaction desoribed above. 
As discussed in reference 5, when the rotational speed of the model rotor was 
low enough for the flow to remain subcritical at all times, good agreement was 
obtained between the experimental and computed results. Typical results in this 
category are shown in figure 7. However, at the higher rotor tip speeds of the 
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! 
experIment, strong shock waves formed on the advanCIng blade, with or without the 
vortex, and these shock waves were found to almost totally domInate the experi-
ment. Furthermore, the unsteady formation and decay of these shock waves were found 
I 
to be hIghly dependent upon three-dimensional cross flow effects, even though the 
subcritical case was quasl-two-dlmens~onal. Therefore, the comparIson of the hIghly 
I 
transonIC data WIth the results of the two-dImensional aIrfOIl-vortex interactIon 
codes was not satIsfactory. I 
On the other hand, some Important Insights on the challenges for future compu-
tat10nal methods are evident when attempts are made to correlate the calculat10ns 
WIth the transonic data. For example, figure 8 shows several piecemeal approaches, 
as descrIbed in reference 5, 1n compar1son w1th the rotor measurements. The two-
dImenSIonal, stationary a1rfoil computat10ns (Fig. 8b), which were representative of 
the state-of-the-art 1n blade-vortex model1ng when uS1ng the advanced f1nite-
difference methods of early 1985, produce unsatisfactory results. This methodology 
I 
was recently updated to allow for the time-dependent Mach number which app~oaches 
the rotor section, ML = MR(l + ~I sin ~} (F1g. 8c); however, the Inclus10n!of thIS 
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MT = 0.80. 
effect alone is even less satisfactory. The inclusion of an ad hoc three-
dImensional correction (FIg. 8d) gIves much better agreement. However, as explained 
in Ref. 5, thIS correction IS rather arbitrarily determined based on the rotor-alone 
Solution, and, consequently, the calculations are not at all predictive. Rather, 
the comparIsons shown in figures 7 and 8 make it clear that both three-dImensional 
and unsteady effects wIll generally have to be included in accurate predictions of 
blade-vortex interactions under transonic conditIons. 
ACOUSt1C Wave Propagat10n. The final example of thiS section concerns the 
requirements for accurately calculating the propagatIon of pressure pulses away 
from an aIrfoil-vortex interaction. This problem was addressed recently by George 
and Chang,17 uS1ng the transon1C small-disturbance' equations. They reported strong 
wave-propagation phenomena which they associated with TiJdeman's "Type CIt 
shock wave motion. 18 That is, for some transonic conditions a shock wave is set 
into motion by the vortex interaction, and this shock wave moves upstream off the 
airfoil and into the oncoming flow. Their calculations indicated that this Type C 
9 
shock propagation was the predominant disturbance at distances of approximately 
1 chord ahead of the airfoil, but that this phenomenon only occurred over a rela-
tively narrow range of conditions. I 
i 
In particular, George and Chang reported that the pressure fluctuations ahead 
of and below an NACA-64A006 airfoil changed significantly when the Mach number was 
increased from 0.82 to 0.85. To examine this more closely, these two cases were 
recomputed with a similar inviscid small-disturbance code, but with a much finer 
grid (399 x 197), using 300 points ahead of the airfoil along the x-axis. These 
results are shown in figure 9, where the top half of the figure shows the instanta-
neous pressure distributions on the lower surface of the airfOil at various stages 
of the interaction. The present results and time-histories of the force coeffi-
cients (not shown) are in excellent agreement with those of George and Chang •. 
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interaction; NACA 64A006 airfoil, rv = 0.20, Yv = -0.26. 
10 
On the other hand, the lower part of figure 9 shows the perturbations in pres-
sure relative to the pressure that IS due to the airfoil alone in the absence of the 
vortex. Here the magnitudes of these fluctuating pressures are scaled by the square 
root of the distance from the leading edge, In accordance wlth the simple acoustic 
theory for the two-dimensional decay at large distances. This technlque enables the 
far-field radiatlon to be more readily distlnguished from the near-fleld distur-
bances, since the latter decay much faster with distance. 
The interesting pOlnt about these fine-grid calculations is that the two sepa-
rate cases seem remarkably similar in the "far field." There are some dlfferences 
1n the wave shapes and in other details, espec1ally dur1ng the early stages of the 
a1rfoil-vortex encounter and close to the airfoil, and the magnltude of the 
pressure pulses along the x-aX1S seems to increase w1th increas1ng Mm. However, 
nothing as fundamentally different as George and Chang's interpretat10ns has been 
observed in our results. Rather, 1n both of these cases, and 1n numerous others, 
the major disturbance rad1ating to the far f1eld appears to have a dipole character-
1stic that would be assoc1ated with the fluctuating lift. In any case, one of the 
major conclusions of th1S study 1S that much f1ner gr1ds are required to resolve 
acoustic-propagat1on 1ssues than for the airloads on the a1rfoil surface. 
IV. PROJECTIONS FOR HELICOPTER CONFIGURATIONS 
The lessons learned from the examples c1ted in section III clearly 1ndicate 
that future helicopter appllcations will requlre three-dimenslonal adaptations of 
advanced computational techniques, that use suitably refined gr1ds. Fortunately, 
this is the direction already in use by the fixed-wlng airframe commun1ty, Wh1Ch 
rema1ns which of the princ1pal drivers of both large scientific computer technology 
and computational fluid-dynamics algor1thm development. The helicopter lndustry 
wlll eventually benefit from advances made 1n f1xed-w1ng aerodynam1cs, but there are 
1mportant d1fferences 1n the des1gn and prediction requ1rements for the two types of 
a1rcraft that must be addressed. The special factors discussed below represent both 
major challenges and spec1al opportunlt1es for the next few years. 
Unstead1ness 1S an important, compl1catlng aspect of flows past rotor blades. 
This feature is shared by the aeroelast1c1ty and turbomachinery commun1ties, Wh1Ch 
have helped to extend the methodologles of quasl-steady aerodynam1cs, generally a 
few years after they were first 1ntroduced. However, eXlsting time-accurate codes 
: tend to have stab1lity restr1ctions that restr1ct the time-steps to values which are 
much smaller than those WhICh are necessary for accurate resolution of the relevant 
unsteady physics of the flow. As dlscussed 1n reference 19, such restrIctIons 
1ncrease the CPU time by an order of magnltude or more for Euler and Navier-Stokes 
calculations; therefore, they must be overcome before complete rotor flow fields can 
be computed on a rout1ne basis. 
The helicoidal vortical wakes of rotor blades have a much larger influence In 
hover and at low forward speeds than do the trailing vortices of fixed-w1ng 
11 
aircraft. These wakes are complex in geometry and structure, as indicated in 
figure 10, and treating them accurately and efficiently is perhaps the great1est 
challenge in helicopter aerodynamics today. Possible special treatments inrilude 
(1) coupling some form of wake modeling with the finite-difference computati1ons, as 
I 
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Fig. 10 Schematic of the vortical wakes of a rotor and a wing. 
I 
i 
I 
in Refs. 6-9, (2) using three-dimensional extens10ns of the vortex-fitt1ng ideas as 
discussed 1n section III, (3) adapting a refined computational grid to the concen-
trated vortical regions as they are being computed, (4) developing new vortek-
preserving schemes that reduce the inherent numer1cal dissipation 1n current! codes 
Wh1Ch rely on vortex captur1ng, or (5) using combinat1ons of some of these methods. 
I 
In addition to the compl1cations of the wake vort1ces, the geometr1cal com-
plexity of the computational grids is further compounded when body-fitted gr~ds 
I 
are considered for the separate rotating and nonrotating components. Fortunately, 
Ra120 has recently developed accurate and efficient techniques for interfac1ng 
blocks of grids which move relative to one another, as in rotor-stator turbo~a­
ch1nery problems. Figure 11 illustrates a poss1ble arrangement for a simPlelrotor-
body combination, in which a cylindrical gr1d that rotates with the blades 1S 
I imbedded into a nonrotat1ng grid that 1S fitted to the fuselage. Significant reduc-
t10ns 1n CPU times and memory requ1rements appear to be atta1nable if th1S methodol 
ogy can be comb1ned w1th more effic1ent t1me-dependent grid-adapt1on schemes~ 
I 
Impressive progress in computing three-d1mens1onal rotor flows is eV1dent in 
references 6-10 and elsewhere, and as a result, more amb1tious stud1es can be 
I 
expected to surface in the near future. These w1II include new, full-potential and 
Euler codes, with spec1alized Navier-Stokes approaches 11kely following close beh1nd 
the Euler codes. However, present limitations of computer speed and memory, ,algo-
r1thm and solution methods, grid generat1on, vortex modeling, and structural and 
aerodynamic coupling preclude a finite-d1fference simulat10n of the complete,flow 
field about a hellcopter in forward flight for the next few years. ' 
The magnitude of the challenge for a fully viscous computation of a meariingful 
helicopter configuration, such as that shown in figure 11, is indicated by the 
I 
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Fig. 11 Schematic of combined moving and fixed computational grids. 
following estimates of computational requirements. As noted in reference 19, the 
CPU time can be estimated from the following formula: 
(2) 
where 
A = "numerical mefficiency" factor, >1.0 
WGT = number floating-polnt operatlons per grld point per time-step 
NG = number grid points 
NT = number time-steps 
= number reference lengths/revolution) x (number revolutions)/A. 
13 
I 
I 
I 
= nondiminished time-step 
FLOPS = number floating-point arithmetic operations per unit time 
For two revolutions of a two-blade rotor in forward flight with blades with an 
aspect ratio of 10 above a simple fuselage, and for a typical implicit thin-layer 
Navier-Stokes code with algebraic eddy-viscosity model1ng of turbulence, the follow-
ing values would be (optimistically) appropriate: 
A = 1.5 
WGT = 4000 
NG :: 106 
6. = 0.05 
NT = 2500 
I Then equation (2) yields CPU = 40 hr for a 100-megaflop supercomputer, or I 
CPU = 4 hr for a one-gigaflop machine; and approximately 30 million words ofimemory 
would be required for this problem. These results suggest that whereas such calcu-
lations will at least be feasible in the near future, the megaflop rates of new 
I 
supercomputers will be more of a limiting factor than memory for practical heli-
copter aerodynamics. I, 
I 
F1nally, another novel aspect of computational methods for helicopter appli-
cations is less of a technical issue than a management one; namely, the small I number 
of eng1neers and research sCientists who are skilled 1n both computational flu1d 
I 
dynamics and in helicopter aerodynamics and dynamiCS. Th1S factor may well lim1t 
the advances in the near future, since to a certain extent, the rate of progress in 
high-technology fields 1S proportional to the level of effort being expended, land to 
the Sk1lls of the people who are exert1ng the effort. In add1tion, there are ieven 
fewer managers who have been trained in both these disciplines, or who apprec1ate 
the rapid advances that are occurring in CFD and in supercomputer technology. I 
v. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
I Existing two-dimensional codes have been found to give reliable and useful 
I informat1on in certain helicopter applications. The most successful example 1S the 
prediction of steady section characteristics of rotor airfoils, over a wide range 
transonfc Mach numbers. The basic methodology for incorporating vortex interactions 
into the finite-difference computations has also been validated, including the: pre-
diction of blade airloads and acoustic radiation characteristics. However, the two-
dimensional assumption can be a severe limitation in transonic cases with strong 
I 
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shock waves, and very fine grids appear to be necessary to resolve the acoustic 
properties of blade-vortex interactions. 
Although impressive progress is being made in both two and three dimensions, a 
finite-difference simulation of the complete flow field about a helicopter in for-
ward flight is not currently feasible. The principal limitations are today's com-
puter speeds and memories, algorithm and solution methods, grid generation, vortex 
modeling, structural and aerodynamic coupling, and the acute shortage of engineers 
who are skilled in both computational fluid dynamics and in helicopter aerodynamics 
and dynamics. Nevertheless, the potential benefits of computational aerodynamics to 
the helicopter industry are so large that it must take steps to prepare for the next 
generation of supercomputers. 
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